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A pacifist and underappreciated scientist clashes with the

US Secretary of War as he presents his life’s work to none

other than President Franklin Roosevelt.



FADE IN

INT. AUDIENCE ROOM - DAY

Small, yet pompous room.

CHARLIE (24), handsome, dutiful and scholar looking,

pushes Professor HERBERT’s (68) wheelchair. A clear

admiration for the fragile old man. Arranges the blanket

over his legs.

Herbert dismisses him. Waits for the audience’s attention.

Small, yet illustrious audience: none other than President

Franklin ROOSEVELT (57), in his own wheelchair. Whispers

an argument with an anxious and edgy Harry WOODRING (49),

Secretary of War. Another ADVISER sits with them.

SUPER: WHITE HOUSE, WASHINGTON D.C. - AUGUST 1939

Herbert clears his throat, to draw attention. No good.

WOODRING

Sir, I can handle it. Your trip--

ROOSEVELT

Not as important as this. Enough.

Woodring feels thwarted. Looks at his watch, restless.

ROOSEVELT

Professor Herbert. Apologies.

Herbert’s politeness sounds artificial.

HERBERT

Thank you for giving an old man

the opportunity to change the

world.

Roosevelt smiles at his ingenuity. Woodring not so

humorous.

WOODRING

Mr. Herbert--

HERBERT

Professor-- Herbert.

If eyes could kill.

WOODRING

Professor. Herbert. Could you

please keep it short?

Herbert masks his displeasure with the interruption.
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HERBERT

Certainly.

Signals at the door. Charlie and WORKER carry a huge metal

box with a rotary phone on top. They lay it behind him.

Herbert enjoys as the primates ahead guess what it is.

WOODRING

We have phones at the White

House.

HERBERT

I’m surprised you know what it

is, Mr. Woodring. Very good.

Ouch. Charlie reddens in shame. Woodring takes the offense

pretty well, more concerned with the door and his watch.

HERBERT

But this is no regular phone.

Herbert fumbles at his lap. A hook moves the phone’s

rotary a few times. A dial tone.

HERBERT

The White House number for public

enquiries is 555 119 119,

correct?

Roosevelt has no idea. Seeks help of Adviser.

ADVISER

Correct.

HERBERT

Would you be most kind, sir?

A lady answers. Loud sound from a speaker.

CLARICE (O.S)

White House, Clarice speaking.

How can I help?

Roosevelt feels muddled. Plays along, though.

ROOSEVELT

Clarice? This is the President.

CLARICE (O.S)

(beat)

Sir, this is a White House

service. It’s no place for prank

calls. Have a nice day.

Hangs up. General laughter. All but Woodring. He promptly

prepares to leave. Claps.
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WOODRING

Thank you, sir. Very good, we’ll

think about it and contact you

later. Mr. President, shall we?

Herbert’s voice rejuvenates thirty years.

HERBERT

Sit down, sir. I’m not done yet.

Adviser can’t contain his laugh. Even Roosevelt fights to

maintain composure. Charlie covers his face in shame.

Woodring simply gawks at Herbert. Who does he think he is?

Sits back, vexed, at Roosevelt’s request. Peeks his watch.

ROOSEVELT

Good range. She could hear me

well.

Herbert proudly takes it as a compliment. Confidence

builds.

ADVISER

How did you dial the number?

Herbert speaks with the pride a father has of a son.

HERBERT

It can store up to 5 numbers and

call them with a single button

press. Or fetch an agenda.

A small drawer opens, a paper agenda pops out.

HERBERT

The folder system organizes

books, reports, maps, anything.

Stores them in a proper

compartment. Really easy to fetch

them back.

Roosevelt and Adviser are surprised, but not sold.

ADVISER

Interesting. But quite heavy, no?

HERBERT

You plan to carry it in a pocket?

Aggressive. Charlie would hide if he could. Instead--

CHARLIE

Some music, gentlemen?

Charlie hits a button. A mechanical arm pulls a vinyl disc

from the box. Classic music fills the room.
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HERBERT

Good choice, Charlie.

Roosevelt sympathizes with the man, but enough is enough.

ROOSEVELT

Professor, it’s honestly

brilliant. But we were led to

believe your work had military

applications.

Herbert ponders on Roosevelt’s words, crestfallen.

ROOSEVELT

As I see it, none of us can help

the other. I’m sorry.

The world crashes for Herbert. Plays with a plastic board

he had under his blankets, lost in thoughts.

Woodring, delighted, checks his watch. Leads Roosevelt

out.

HERBERT

(mumbles)

Wait.

(heavy words)

It can be used to develop

weapons.

Roosevelt gestures Woodring to halt, intrigued.

WOODRING

Sir, we’ve spend enough time with

this gentleman and his toys.

Herbert snaps. Would chase Woodring if he could.

HERBERT

Toys? Toys? You neanderthal. No,

you-- gorilla. You don’t have the

mind to understand my work.

Woodring remains oddly calm.

WOODRING

No one did in the last 50 years.

Herbert breathes heavily. Panic attack. Charlie assists

him.

ROOSEVELT

(scolds Woodring)

What’s wrong with you today?

Woodring regrets his action. Worries with Herbert until

Charlie signals he’s ok. His concern turns to his watch.
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WOODRING

Mr. President?

ROOSEVELT

I want to hear what Professor

Herbert has to say.

WOODRING

Sir, please.

Disturbing uneasiness. Roosevelt ignores him, annoyed.

ROOSEVELT

Professor, take your time.

Woodring heads to the toilet, kicks furniture in

frustration. Charlie follows his movement with the eyes.

CHARLIE

Professor, I’ll get water for

you.

INT. TOILET - DAY

Woodring is at the urinol when Charlie comes in.

CHARLIE

Why did you shame him in front of

the President? Do you know how

important this is for him?

Lost in his thoughts.

CHARLIE

Professor Herbert is a brilliant

man. He deserves his name written

in the history pages.

Woodring washes hands and face. Looks deep in the mirror.

WOODRING

Young man, I pray your teacher is

what history will remember from

this day. I really do.

Another look at his watch. Goes out the door.

INT. AUDIENCE ROOM - DAY

Herbert fully recovered. But lost his passion. Displays

the PLASTIC BOARD, an ugly and large remote control with

numbers and characters printed on buttons and

crypto-wheels.
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HERBERT

You never wondered how I

controlled the device from my

wheelchair?

They do now. Watch him change a vinyl disk in awe. Sad

song.

HERBERT

This remote control allows me to

command machinery at a distance.

Woodring’s head rises as a serpent. Listens carefully for

the first time. Forgets about his watch.

HERBERT

With enough research and funds,

we can amplify its range to

miles.

WOODRING

Professor, can that be applied to

tanks? Ships? Airplanes?

His interest is a surprise to everyone, most of all to

Herbert. A jumbled nod.

Woodring is delighted. Smiles for the first time, a weight

taken from his chest.

WOODRING

Mr. President, this is it. Our

weapon program. It’s perfect.

Roosevelt agrees.

HERBERT

You are indeed a man of war,

aren’t you, Mr. Woodring?

Woodring finds it ironically amusing.

WOODRING

Appearances can deceive,

professor.

ADVISER

I have to confess I’m

disappointed.

How come?

ADVISER

Not exactly a weapon. May be an

advantage, but will it win a war?
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WOODRING

No casualties and no captured

men. How is that not a sure

victory?

ADVISER

Please, do not misunderstand me.

It’s brilliant. But I expected

something more-- powerful.

WOODRING

Power is not everything in a war.

Roosevelt asks to be led to Herbert. Woodring does so.

Herbert is face to face with the president, both men in

their wheelchairs. A beat. Roosevelt offers his hand.

ROOSEVELT

Professor, thank you. Your work

will surely save American lives.

Proudest moment of Herbert’s life. A bitter victory,

though. Woodring is relieved beyond explanation.

INT. CORRIDOR - DAY

Woodring leads Roosevelt’s chair at a fast pace, to

Roosevelt’s discomfort. They speak muted words.

Cross the door to--

INT. WAITING ROOM - DAY

Woodring’s blood freezes. SCIENTIST, a skinny man with

coke-bottle glasses waits for them.

SCIENTIST

Mr. President, I’m glad I made it

before your trip. I have the most

interesting proposal for the new

weapon development program.

Roosevelt doesn’t know the man. His confusion is only

surpassed by Woodring’s dismay.

SCIENTIST

Didn’t mister Woodring tell you I

was coming?

Roosevelt’s "We’ll talk later" look answers the question.

ROOSEVELT

We made a decision regarding that

program earlier today.
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SCIENTIST

I’m sure you will change your

mind.

INT. OVAL ROOM - DAY

Woodring stares blankly at the folder held closely by

Scientist. Contrasts with Scientist’s excitement.

SCIENTIST

Mr. Szilard and Mr. Einstein will

hand you a letter over the next

few days. It regards a new weapon

the Germans are building. You

must take their concerns

seriously. It’s the perfect

opportunity for us.

Roosevelt feels uneasy.

ROOSEVELT

Perfect opportunity for what?

Scientist hands him the folder. Woodring knows what

follows.

SCIENTIST

Mr. President, I present you

THE BOMB

FADE TO BLACK

ON SCREEN

Pressured by other cabinet members, Roosevelt fires the

non-interventionist Harry Woodring in June 1940.

The letter written by Szilárd and Einstein allegedly

prompts the US Government to develop nuclear weapons.

Project Manhattan officially kicks off in 1942, led by

theoretical physicist Robert Oppenheimer.

United States of America join WW2 months earlier, after

the attack at Pearl Arbor by the Japanese.

As a form of retaliation, two nuclear bombs are dropped

over Hiroshima and Nagasaki in August 1945.

More than 150.000 people died.


